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About This Game

When Wardens Fall is a virtual reality dungeon crawler about escaping a demonic prison where the Wardens have already fallen
to corruption. With no memory of who you are, and the path behind you barred, the only way forward is to go deeper. Do you

have what it takes to escape?

Built for VR, this fast-paced, thrilling dungeon crawler gives players the opportunity to live out their demon slaying fantasies.
Play with 12 different weapon types to create the character you want to be. Create powerful potions, poisons and explosives
from ingredients found within the dungeons. Level up through our profession system making each playthrough unique. Play

your way, as you attempt to survive.

An RPG in 40 minutes, perfect for an evening of fun playing VR with friends!

HIGHLIGHTS / FEATURES

A FORAY INTO THE REALM OF VIRTUAL REALITY
Take a deep dive into the world of WHEN WARDENS FALL with the virtual reality platform of HTC VIVE. Designed from
the ground up for VR, each mechanic in WHEN WARDENS FALL has been developed to enhance the immersion and “fun

factor” of exploring a demonic prison.

A NEW EXPERIENCE EVERY TIME
Jump in and explore an ever changing labyrinth of tunnels. Each dungeon is procedurally generated so that no two playthroughs
will ever be the same. Make your way through one of our dungeons without dying and you will be rewarded with new weapons
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and tools to use during your next adventure. But remember - death is permanent. There are no second chances.

BE THE HERO YOU WANT TO BE
Customize the playstyle to you by leveling through our professions system based on the weapons you choose. Are you an
aggressive berserker, charging headlong into battle greataxe in hand? Maybe you are a noble knight, wielding a sword and

shield, clad in powerful armor? Are you a fast paced rouge, carrying a variety of daggers and deadly poisons? Whichever calls to
you, you can be, or create an entirely new playstyle that we haven’t even thought of.

ALCHEMICAL MAGIC
A powerful potion can turn the tide of any battle and in WHEN WARDENS FALL you get to design and create them yourself.
Collect plants, break them down and develop your own recipes to create potions, poisons and explosives. Discover our hidden

unique recipes to create some truly destructive concoctions.
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Title: When Wardens Fall
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
Peernet Games
Publisher:
Peernet Games
Release Date: 24 Aug, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Intel i5-4590

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 30 GB available space

English
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Gameplay is there but it's useless: there's absolutely no changes in the narrative, at least none in my two playthroughs were I
intentionally tried to do as differently as possible the various events. There are also no secrets to discover: I looked around and
there was nothing other than the obvious.

Most importantly, for if this wasn't the case one could forgive this walking/sitting simulator, the story itself is poor. It's not the
absolute worst twist I've seen on this stock horror cliche, but at the same time it falls into the pitfall of overexplaining it in the
ending.. How do developers still get away with releasing games like this? What a steaming pile of {exploitive}. For real. I was
excited for this to come out because it had the look of games like Salt and Sanctuary that I love, but it plays like a rejected
Game Boy title from 1990. Controls are terrible, all you can do is jump and hack with your stupid little pixel sword (you can
roll, but you still get damaged by anything you roll into, which utterly defeats the purpose). THe enemies are repetitive and
completely unoriginal and the optimization just sucks (they mst have skipped that part so they could rush this one out and take
our cash).
Seriously, another shameful piece of crap. I think the game development industry has become as corrupt, bland and misguided
as the country itself. Whoever made this, dont quit your day job. Wanna have a plattformer with a sexy bionic-bikini-fashioned-
protagonist? Get this game.
Wanna have modern graphics and continuous faster, higher challenging explorations? Get this game.
You liked Games like "Sonic the Hedgehog" in the past? Get this game.
Looking 4 story and graphic-b**ched openworld mmo♥♥♥♥♥♥ Leave it.
. Gain you free time. click mouse and climb up from first floor of hospital to higher which you able.

Find the better way to play it then you'll love this game as same as me ^__^. With no controller on hand, I played the game with
keyboard controls. It handled well, but your character continues to move a bit after you release the button, giving you some
undeserved deaths during the game's platforming sections. Levels are short and same-y, and the first boss was tedious and just
all in all disappointing. There are also severe issues with screen-tearing, and an irritating bug I had that caused the dialogue to
auto-skip even with my hands off of the controls. In a story-based game, that's just not acceptable.. If you're on the fence about
this, buy it.
I liked the game at first, but the more I played I absolutely fell in love with it. It's funny, the characters are interesting, and it's a
well-written story. Sometimes you just click with a game and that's what happened for me. This definitely in my top 10 GOTY.
It's just a delight to play and oozes charm, verily!

I would highly recommend to take your time and listen\/read each page rather than rushing through. There's a lot more nuance
than you'd expect and some of it will actually help to solve some of the readings.

This game is extremely funny and as long as you're paying attention it's easy to appreciate the clever writing and unique
characters.

The style is great. The way you turn pages as a pop-up book really works. The way each character is introduced with a little song
is funny and charming. When people slam a door their character smashes through the book. It's all great and I love the
presentation.

The voice acting is really good, though I think the audio quality is a little unbalanced. Some characters sound good while others
sound like they were recorded in a closet. It's not game-breaking, but is noticeable when the two characters who are speaking
have varying degrees of quality.

One of the few complaints I originally had was not really having enough information to make an informed decision on some
things. On a few of the visitors I've felt really confused on how I'm supposed to know what answer to pick.

You can deal with this two ways:
1 - Google characters and read up on their real-life history. This is what I started to do, and I ended up getting a history lesson
on some stuff that I found pretty interesting. This will help you understand the characters, their motivations and let you navigate
the story slightly easier. I ended up sharing some links to these in the steam forums.
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2 - Say screw it and just navigate the story yourself. This becomes really difficult as the game doesn't always provide you
enough info to know the correct answer. This could still be fun as some of the interactions you have when picking the wrong
stars can still be funny and entertaining.

Either was is fun, but for me learning about real-world people added to the enjoyment.

Overall this game is extremely worth the price and I've had a ton of fun.. Played it a long time ago, and it had promise. I'm not
prepared to say it's been abandoned, but the dev obviously isn't making it a priority. Don't pee your money away on it until it
gets updated regularly, if/when that ever happens again.
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A very enjoyable dlc that has allowed me to create my own horror-esque style rpg game!. 10\/10 SAVED BY DARTHMOD
AGAIN. This game is beautiful, I really enjoy it. 10\/10. 6\/10

I've always been interested in trying the Legendary board games (which have both Marvel Superhero and Alien variants), so
playing this was a neat opportunity. The game didn't make the best first impression, but I've since bought the game on Android
(for much cheaper) and have gotten pulled in.

The deck-building in Legendary is quick and strategic, and this was certainly the best aspect of the title. Relatively quickly you
can build a deck with a theme and interesting card interactions. Unfortunately, you're presented with slightly different heroes
for purchase, with no ability to choose which ones you'd rather use. This can be a little frustrating, as some of the hero cards
seem vastly inferior to others.

Another thing that definitely should be present in a digital version of a board game is an alteration in villain statistics (enemies
that you fight within the game) depending on scheme (a specific set of rules for each match) or mastermind (the main boss of
each match). For instance, one scheme gave villains a bonus to attack based on how many villagers they had captured, but the
villain card still listed only the base attack. The villain had a huge stack of villagers behind him, and it was difficult to get a
count to adequately prepare for a fight.

One thing that I was initially turned off by was the existence of what seemed like a F2P economy. You earn currency, and can
then spend it to receive foil versions of cards, or symbols. The symbols can be used to purchase foil versions of other cards, or
other cosmetic goodies. I've been ensured by the developer that no gameplay advantage comes from the in-game currency, but I
still feel that this should be explained more thoroughly.

Sometimes I find these co-op-etition games a little baffling. You get points from defeating enemies and saving villagers, which
are compared to those of your teammates at the conclusion of the game to determine the winner. Is it not enough to defeat the
enemy mastermind? It seems that this pressure could push teammates in weird directions. Could there be a situation where it's
more beneficial in points to attack a villain, who is stacked with villagers, rather than attack the mastermind? If it's a
cooperative game, let it be a cooperative game.

Another thing that would be nice is to keep point totals versus a certain hero\/scheme combination. Then I could compete
against my previous score. Steam achievements could also be added for certain point thresholds.

I play the game a lot on my phone, and I've asked friends to play it with me on here as well. The core of the game is solid and
fun, but there's just so much more potential here!. This game is the most fitting example I have found for the idea of "Addition
by Subtraction". Everything centers around the main theme of balancing bars. There is no need for flashy animations or quick-
reflex action; the game stands on its own. The atmosphere is nice, and it reminds me of one of my favorite puzzle games,
Polarium. I was actually very surprised by some of the solutions I discovered, and even when my ideas failed, I learned the
purpose of some of the pieces I original did not think were important. I recommend this game to everyone with patience and a
keen eye for what is good. Well done.. So I played this a long time ago back on Xbox, and got it again for the PC when I could
(which should tell you a lot right there). Very simply, it's fun! It's a light strategy game, but that's not to say it isn't difficult when
it wants to be. The gameplay mechanics are very straightforward and it's very easy to pick up and learn. Games don't take too
long, so it's a nice thing to hop into every once and a while to cure a craving for some strategy.. Just as good as NS1. Really fun
game. Everyone should be playing it. #BringNSBack. If you like Limbo, I wouldn't suggest this game.
It's just a sloppier clone with some frustrating gameplay mechanics.
Far too many times I died because of trial and error - some land you can walk on, some kills you, yet you wont know until you
die to it.
Yes you die a lot in Limbo from the unknown, but it never felt cheap. You either rushed in or didnt react quick enough.
In this game, it just kills you to feign some sort of challenge or depth. The rules also change whenever they feel like it. You
might learn one mechanic, for it to change in the next room. And while that may sound innovative, it is implemented poorly.
I gave this one a real chance to try and recapture some of the immersiveness I felt from Limbo, but it came nowhere close, and I
just left angry and disappointed.. I really enjoyed this game. There were times that I had no choice but to die because I didn't
know what to do, so there was some trial and error in the playthrough. I didn't expect the game to scare me that much but there
were some times that it was unnerving, having to see your health decrease (or rather, your heart rate increase) suddenly, or the
battery life of my flashlight tick down to zero and scrambling to find an extra battery in the process.
Very interesting storyline as well. I played it multiple times just for the achievements and the different endings (which was a big
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reason for its replayability). 4/5 I highly recommend it.
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